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Introduction
The Old Cranwellian Association (OCA) was formed on 14 July 1926, largely at the instigation of recent graduates who had undergone 
officer training at the RAF College at that time. 


These ambitious young men were pioneers in every sense - military aviators in the making at a time when flight was still very much a 
perilous occupation; impressive young leaders, each of whom would go on to excel in their chosen profession; the high achievers who 
would become the very personification of the RAF’s core values of Respect, Integrity, Service and Excellence. Despite the rigorous and 
strictly disciplined training regime to which they had been subjected for two intensive years, they had developed such an affection for 
their alma mater that they felt highly motivated to sustain their unique camaraderie by forming an “association of officers” unique to the 
College - Cranwellians.  

A young Pilot Officer George Beamish - later to become a distinguished Air Marshal, the College’s 11th Commandant and a talented 
Irish and British Lions rugby international - wrote to the College Journal Editor alerting him to a growing consensus of recently 
graduated cadets, advocating the formation of such an association. It seems young Beamish and and his fellow alumni were pushing 
at an open College door. Within twelve months the then Commandant, Air Commodore AE Borton, brokered an inaugural meeting 
which agreed the purpose and constitution of the OCA. Through the medium of the College Journal magazine - very much the social 
mouthpiece of the College and its alumni at the time and in the decades to come - the OCA recorded its progress on maintaining 
contact with and between College alumni. Though contributions to the Journal waned from the 1970s, as did the Journal itself in later 
years, the OCA continued to support College alumni and to hold well attended Annual Reunions that maintained the bond between 
retired and serving Cranwellians, and the cadets undergoing their officer training. In April 2015, reflecting that the College had long 
since established itself as the single point of entry for all RAF officers, the members adopted a new constitution establishing the 
Cranwellian Association (CA), as it was to be renamed, as a registered charity.


This album depicts the story of the formation and development of the OCA. Taking extracts from the RAF College Journal, this album 
charts the progress of alumni, their careers, their sporting achievements and pastimes, their domestic lives and ultimately their passing 
as recorded by the OCA in successive issues of the College Journal. Their personal, unrivalled contributions to historic events (e.g. 
record breaking flights, air races like the Schneider Trophy, overseas conflicts such as WWII and the Korean War, etc) are recognised in 
Journal extracts - “Old Cranwellian Notes” - that appeared in the majority of College Journals till 2016. We have added a few of the 
graduation photographs of the time, to help put faces to the more familiar Cranwellian names mentioned in the Journal extracts.


Researching the history of the OCA has not been easy. Much of what we have collated draws fundamentally on those “Old Cranwellian 
Notes” published in College Journals between 1925 to 2016 (not inclusive) and from information held on alumni in the College archives.  
The fact that we have been able to make any attempt at recording the OCA’s formative history is down very largely to the generosity of 
a number of alumni (e.g. AVM HW Heslop, Richard Hamilton, Graham Pitchfork and Mike Allistone) donating their personal copies of 
College Journals, and the incredible dedication and patience of Cranwellian Mike Smith (91 Entry) to convert these old Journals into 
FlipBooks available at http://www.cranwell-college.life/library/journals/libraryjournals-mobile.html. Watch out also for the embedded 
underlined hypertext links within individual slides of this album that offer additional information on Cranwellians from other websites.
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Index of Headline Features
In the main, the College Journal Extracts of “Old Cranwellian Notes” contain news on alumni postings, 
promotions, honours & awards, and marriages and deaths. Particularly in the Pre-WWII years, when 
powered flight was still in its infancy, there were also some interesting references to other notable alumni 
achievements. To make this album a little easier to read and to assimilate information, we list here some of 
the headline features and, on the next page, an index by decade. The slide numbers to the right of both lists 
contain hypertext links that enable access direct to the relevant slides. Each slide offers a link back to this 
page. We are hopeful that more Journals will be donated, so for now this is very much a ‘living document’.


The Beamish Letter to the College Journal Editor


The OCA’s Inaugural Meeting & Committee Members


College Journal Announcement Inviting OCA Membership


Waghorn and Atcherley win the Schneider Trophy;  also McKechnie honoured by the King


Origins of the RM Groves and JA Chance College Prizes


Spring 1932, Beamish captains Ireland against the Springboks; Bader’s tragic flying accident


First complete record of all College alumni completed


College icon and Professor of English, Rupert De la Bere, pays tribute to OCA members and College alumni


Cranwellians Still Serving having survived WWII


OCA Presents Silver Chalice to HM The Queen on the 50th Anniversary of Her Reign


HM King Charles III Undertakes Flying Training at the College in 1971 - College Portrait


The Future of the OCA [transitioning from the Flight Cadet System to GE System of Initial Officer Training 1971]


Slides         6-7
Slides       8-13 

Slide            14 

Slides     20-23 

Slide            24 

Slide            26 

Slide            27
Slides     44-47
Slides     50-54

Slide          116

Slide          111

Slides 115-116

Slide 18 and
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We list here an index by decade. The slide numbers to the right of the list contain hypertext links that enable 
access direct to the relevant slides. Each slide offers a link back to the previous Index page. We are hopeful that 
more Journals will be donated, so for now this is very much a ‘living document’.
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Chronology of OCA History

OCA in the 1920s


OCA in the 1930s Slides      20-48 

Slides      50-56 

Slides        6-19

Slides      57-85 

Slides    86-109 

Slides. 110-123 

Slides  131-136 

Slides  137-161 

Slides  162-164 

Slides  165-171 

PART 1 - PRE-WWII FLIGHT CADET ERA

PART 2 - POST-WWII FLIGHT CADET ERA 

PART 3 - GE, IOT, IOTC & SERE ERA
OCA beyond the Early 1970s


OCA in the 1980s


OCA in the 1990s


OCA in the 2000s


OCA in the 2010s

OCA in the 1940s


OCA in the 1950s


OCA in the 1960s


OCA in the Early 1970s

Slides  125-130 

Slides       5-48

Slides   49-123 

Slides 124-171 

Return to Index



PART 1 - PRE-WWII FLIGHT CADET ERA
Part 1 of this album charts the formation and establishment of the OCA within the Pre-WWII flight cadet 
alumni community. The recently graduated officer, the Cranwellian, was encouraged to join the OCA and to 
subscribe to the College Journal, the Journal being the primary ‘institutional’ medium for alumni to keep in 
touch and to share their experiences as their RAF careers developed.


Having proposed the formation of an OCA through the College Journal, it was not surprising, therefore, to see 
dedicated effort and resource assigned to an OCA section within the Journal. By the mid-1930s, the OCA 
contributions for inclusion in the College Journal had grown from a couple of pages to an average of 6 pages 
per Journal. And in addition to the efforts of the College Journal Editor, member subscriptions, Journal 
subscriptions and alumni correspondence would receive the dedicated attention of Mr JHS ‘Harry’ Lager, 
MBE, the Secretary of the OCA and a stalwart member of the College staff since its inception in 1919 until his 
retirement in 1951. 


However, we start by headlining the letter, inaugural minutes and pioneers that constitute the historical 
formation of the “Association of Officers”, as George Beamish proposed it, to be formally named the Old 
Cranwellian Association. Thereafter, we see how communication grew within and between alumni, topics 
covering promotions, postings and alumni “hatch, match and despatch”. Entirely subjectively, this editor has 
highlighted (in red bordered text boxes) some of the correspondence that must surely be unique to the OCA 
and the unrivalled achievements of College alumni.
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College Journal Extract - Autumn 1925 (Genesis)

Return to Index6



The OCA ‘Proposer’ and his Cohort

Return to Index7

[The Proposer for an “Association of Officers”, George Beamish, graduated in December 1924 with the Sword of Honour. The vast majority of 
Graduation and Prize Winner photographs would be reproduced in the next available College Journal and these photographs of him and his 

cohort appeared in the eighth College Journal, Volume IV No 1 of Spring 1925. Note that cadets, as they progressed through training, could be 
promoted to NCO flight cadet ranks, Under Officer (UO) and, in later years, Senior Under Officer (SUO) grades. Note also, the iconic College Hall 
Officers’ Mess (CHOM), the normal backdrop for graduation photos, had not yet been built and would first feature as such in the 1934 Journals.]



College Journal Extract - Spring 1926 (Formation)

Return to Index8

[It is important to remember that the formation of the Old Cranwellian Association was fundamentally a cadet initiative that was ratified by the 
College Authorities of the day, as explained here, to manage and maintain the Association whilst alumni were serving at other stations at home 
and overseas. The proposal to form the OCA was universally accepted by cadet and directing staff alike with, as one of its prime objectives, an 

Annual Reunion being held at the College to this day.]



First OCA President and Vice-Presidents

Air Commodore
Amyas Eden Borton 
CB, CMG, DSO, AFC 

2nd College Commandant 
OCA Vice-President

Air Vice-Marshal
Charles Alexander Holcombe Longcroft 

CMG, DSO, AFC 
1st College Commandant 

OCA President

Group Captain
Lionel Wilmot Brabazon Rees 

VC, OBE, MC, AFC 
Assistant Commandant 

OCA Vice-President
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[The Commandant at the time, Air Commodore Borton, chaired the inaugural meeting of recently graduated junior officers, 12 of whom 
volunteered and were accepted as Committee Members, with Air Cdre Borton and Gp Capt Rees appointed co-Vice-Presidents, and AVM 

Longcroft - the College’s founding Commandant - appointed President.]
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Old Cranwellian Association - Inaugural Meeting (1)
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[The original inaugural meeting’s minutes are copied below.]

Return to Index



Old Cranwellian Association - Inaugural Meeting (2)
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[The original inaugural meeting’s minutes are copied below.]
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Old Cranwellian Association - Inaugural Meeting (3)
NOTES ON THE PARTICIPANTS 

Vice-Chairman/Vice-President - Air Cdre AE Borton 

The RAF College’s second Commandant (15 Aug 23 - 1 Nov 26) convened the Inaugural Meeting of the Old 
Cranwellian Association on 14 July 1926. A short bio is on the Cranwellian Historical Society website at 
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/library-navigation/ewExternalFiles/Commandantsv0.5.pdf, Slide 4.


President - AVM CRH Longcroft 

AVM Longcroft was the RAF College’s first Commandant and, together with Churchill, Smuts and 
Trenchard, co-founded the College. The RAF took over the College from the RN on 1 November 1919 and 
the first course started on 5 February 1920 (Founders’ Day). A short bio of Longcroft is at Slide 3 of https://
www.cranwellian-ian.com/library-navigation/ewExternalFiles/Commandantsv0.5.pdf. Bios of the founders 
are at Slides 4 and 5 of https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/library-navigation/ewExternalFiles/
CHOMCelebsv0.2.pdf.


Vice-President - Gp Capt LHB Rees 

Gp Capt Rees was the Chief Flying Instructor at Cranwell and, between 26 March 1923 and 29 December 
1924, the Assistant Commandant at the RAF College. Although the College declares only one flight cadet 
who won the VC, Rees in fact was one of five ‘Cranwellians’ who won this honour, another like Rees during 
WWI and three during WWII. An explanation is at Slides 5 to 12 of https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/library-
navigation/ewExternalFiles/Gongs.pdf, including a short bio of Rees.


Proposer - Fg Off ESC Davis 

Davis graduated from F22 Entry - the intake of February 1922 - in December 1923. A pilot, he was killed in 
action flying a Sunderland Mk 1 over Trondheim Fjord, Norway, on 19 March 1941.


Seconder - Fg Off HM Mellor 

Mellor graduated from S21 Entry - September 1921 - in July 1923. Also a pilot, he was killed in action on 
26 May 1940, failing to return from operations over France, in his Beaufort Mk1 of 22 Sqn, Coastal 
Command. Possibly due to other operational commitments, he does not appear to have joined the newly 
formed OCA Committee.


Committee Members 

GR Beamish graduated from F23 Entry with the College Sword of Honour in December 1924. A 
former Ireland and British Lions rugby international, his distinguished career included a tour as the 
11th Commandant of the RAF College (1 January 1949 - 31 July 1950). A short bio is at Slide 13 of 
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/library-navigation/ewExternalFiles/Commandantsv0.5.pdf and a 
more detailed profile at https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Beamish.htm.


JG Hawtrey graduated from the College’s first RAF Entry F20 in December 1921. Awarded the 
CBE, his distinguished career is summarised at https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Hawtrey.htm.


N Carter graduated from F21 Entry with the Sword of Honour in December 1922 and went on to be 
awarded a CB and DFC and to be Mentioned in Despatches during WWII.


TN McEvoy graduated with the Sword of Honour from S23 Entry in July 1925 and went onto a 
distinguished career recognised by the awards of the KCB, CB, CBE OBE and two MiDs. His career 
profile is at https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/McEvoy.htm.

EB Webb was another Sword of Honour winner, graduating with J24 
Entry - January 1924 - in December 1925. He was killed in action whilst 
Station Commander at RAF Snaith, when his Wellington crashed on 2 
April 1942 over Villacoublay on operations to Poissy. He had already 
received an MiD during WWII.


CJ Collingwood graduated in December 1921 from F20 Entry, having 
entered as a Naval cadet. He went on to win a DFC and OBE before 
retiring from the RAF on 28 April 1948.


D MacFadyen graduated in July 1922 from S20 Entry, with the Sword 
of Honour, the RM Groves Memorial Prize and the accolade as ‘Student 
Scholar of the College’. His talents and potential clearly spotted by the 
College, he went onto a distinguished career, winning a KCB, CB, CBE 
and two MiDs. A career summary, courtesy of ‘Air of Authority’* is at: 
https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Macfadyen_D.htm.


GL Worthington graduated from S21 Entry in July 1923 with the Sword 
of Honour, Abdy Gerrard Fellowes Prize and the accolade as ‘Student 
Scholar of the College’. Like MacFadyen before him, he went on to a 
career recognised by the KCB, CB, CBE and an MiD. A career 
s u m m a r y i s a t : h t t p s : / / w w w. r a f w e b . o rg / B i o g r a p h i e s /
Worthington_GL.htm.*


RLR Atcherley graduated from S22 Entry in July 1924 with the RM 
Groves Memorial Prize. He was the first flight cadet to become College 
Commandant (the 10th, 1 October 1946 - 1 January 1949, handing 
over to George Beamish). He received a KCB, CBE, the AFC and Bar 
and two MiDs in his distinguished career, summarised at: https://
www.rafweb.org/Biographies/AtcherleyR.htm.* He was also part of the 
winning 1929 Schneider Trophy team - https://www.cranwellian-
ian.com/ewExternalFiles/Pre-WarEvents.pdf.


HL Patch graduated from S23 Entry in July 1925. Also awarded a KCB, 
CB and CBE, Patch was one of a small number of brave pilots to 
receive no fewer than four MiDs in WWII. His career is summarised at: 
https://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Patch.htm.*


HRD Waghorn graduated with the Sword of Honour from S22 Entry in 
July 1924. He received an AFC during his short but distinguished 
career, which included winning the Schneider Trophy in 1929 - see 
https://www.thisdayinaviation.com/tag/henry-richard-danvers-
waghorn/. See also Article 13 in https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/
ewExternalFiles/Pre-WarEvents.pdf. 

OCA CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RAF COLLEGE 

Throughout its history, the OCA (now CA) has supported the RAF College, 
including organising well attended annual reunions at the College, to retain the 
family bond between retired and serving officers, and the flight cadets 
undergoing officer training at the College. There are numerous donations from 
the OCA on display, not least a life size monument of the RAF’s and RAF 
College’s founder, Lord Trenchard: https://www.cranwellianassociation.org.uk/
unveiling-of-the-centenary-statue-of-lord-trenchard.

Return to Index12
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* We are most grateful to Malcolm Barrass and ‘Air of Authority’ - www.rafweb.org - for his career profiles of some of the Cranwellians mentioned throughout this album.
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U/O D MacFadyen U/O N Carter F/C Cpl JM MellorU/O GL Worthington F/C Sgt ESC Davis

F/C Sgt RLR Atcherley U/O HRD Waghorn U/O TN McEvoy F/C Cpl HL Patch U/O EB Webb

Ten of the First OCA Committee Members (when cadets)

Return to Index13



College Journal Extract - Autumn 1926 (Membership)

Return to Index14

*

* The General Strike of 1926, called by the TUC to prevent wage reduction and worsening conditions for coal miners. 



College Journal Extracts - Spring & Autumn 1927
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College Journal Extract - Spring & Autumn 1928

Return to Index

[Of those Cranwellians mentioned here, Nicholletts, the Beamish brothers, Atcherley and Waghorn would become acknowledged ‘high flyers’. 
Click on their names where underlined]
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College Journal Extracts - Spring 1929

Return to Index

[Of those Cranwellians mentioned here, including previously mentioned ‘high flyers’, Beisiegel and Boyle also had distinguished RAF careers, the 
former playing regularly for Leicestershire CCC and the latter becoming the first Cranwellian CAS. Click on their names where underlined]
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College Journal Extracts - Autumn 1929

Return to Index18

[The Schneider Trophy, now held at the Science Museum, was a prestigious, annual flying race of seaplanes and flying boats.]

Schneider Trophy 
Winners

In its electronic form, this document contains underlined, hypertext links to additional material, including alternative source data and archived video/audio clips. 
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F/C Cpl GE Nicholetts U/O FV Beamish F/C Sgt DA Boyle U/O EC Huddleston

Earl of Bandon F/C Cpl TG Pike F/C Cpl GIL Saye U/O F Whittle

A Selection of OCA Members of the 1920s (when cadets)

Return to Index19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJfSsAzdtjo


College Journal Extracts - Spring 1930

Return to Index

Schneider Trophy 
Winners

[This is the first of the four slides, which highlight the exploits of Messrs Waghorn and Atcherley during their 1929 Schneider Trophy win. 
A number of Cranwellians were to make significant contributions to record breaking long range and high speed flights.]
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College Journal Extracts - Autumn 1930

Return to Index

[This is the second of the four slides, which highlight the exploits of Messrs Waghorn and Atcherley during their 1929 Schneider Trophy win.]
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Empire Gallantry Medal, subsequently 
upgraded to a George Cross
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Spring 1930 - Schneider Trophy (1)

Return to Index

[This is the third of the four slides, which highlight the exploits of Messrs Waghorn and Atcherley during their 1929 Schneider Trophy win.]
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Spring 1930 - Schneider Trophy (2)

Return to Index

[This is the fourth of the four slides, which highlight the exploits of Messrs Waghorn and Atcherley during their 1929 Schneider Trophy win.]
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College Journal Extracts - Spring 1931

Return to Index

[Of the Cranwellians listed in this slide, Henry Eeles, later an Asst Cmdt of the College, declined the Battle of Britain medal to which he was entitled, his 
reasoning being that he commanded a squadron of Westland Whirlwinds in Northern Scotland that he felt was underutilised in the Battle of Britain. 

CJ Giles is the Cranwellian who was rescued from an air crash at Cranwell by fellow Cranwellian McKechnie mentioned in an earlier slide.]
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College Journal Extracts - Autumn 1931

Return to Index

[ACM Sir Wallace Hart Kyle was a cadet on J28 Entry graduating in December 1929 and, after distinguished service during WWII,  became Assistant Commandant between 
February 1951 and July 1952. The Caterpillar Club* is an informal association of people who have successfully used a parachute to bail out of a disabled aircraft. 

F Whittle was the young Sir Frank Whittle, a graduate of S26 Entry in July 1928, inventor of the Jet Engine and first Cranwellian to be knighted. 
Flt Lt DLG Bett was Mentioned in Despatches during WWII and retired as an Air Commodore in December 1923.]
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College Journal Extracts - Spring 1932

Return to Index

[The first reference, below, to DRS Bader by the OCA relates to his sporting expertise. A member of S28 Entry graduating in July 1930, he represented the College at Rugby, 
Hockey, Cricket and Boxing. He lost both legs in the tragic flying accident reported below, but went on to distinguish himself during the Battle of Britain in WWII.]
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College Journal Extracts - Autumn 1932

Return to Index

[Parselle represented the College at Athletics, Rugby, Hockey and Squash, became the 11th College Commandant and was awarded the CB and CBE.]
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[Reference to the “late Flt Lt HRD Waghorn” in the lead item below acknowledges that, on 5 May 1931, less than two years after winning the Schneider Trophy, he was test 
flying a Hawker Horsley biplane bomber from Farnborough when he lost control in high winds; he and his passenger, a civilian assistant named E. R. Alexander, parachuted 

from the aircraft. Alexander landed on the roof of a factory and had minor injuries, but Waghorn was seriously injured and died on 7 May.]
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawker_Horsley


A Selection of OCA Members of the Early 30s (when cadets)

U/O H Eeles F/C Sgt WN McKechnie F/C CJ Giles F/C Cpl WH Kyle F/C Sgt DLG Bett

U/O DRS Bader F/C Cpl DP Lascelles F/C RJ Berens F/C FF Wicks F/C PMcK Terry
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An account of this accident is given a 
biography by Wg Cdr Awan RIAF that 
may be accessed by clicking on this red 
text box.

A memorial tribute to Gp Capt Rees 
VC is accessible by clicking on this 
red text box

College Journal Extracts - Spring 1934
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians. The second item headlines news on International Cranwellians - see https://www.cranwellian-

ian.com/library-navigation/entries-cabinet.html for more on International Cranwellians.]
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[To open these links in a separate browser tab and thus not lose your place in this e-document, press control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) on the underlined word or image]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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[Though the Cranwellian Notes began to increase in volume by the mid-30s, the majority of the news related to alumni ‘Hatch, Match & Despatch’, or letters to the Editor, 
exemplifying the Journal as a prime social medium for Old Cranwellians.]
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A Selection of OCA Members of the Mid-30s (when cadets)
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F/C C Broughton F/C B Singh F/C A Singh F/C HC Sircar F/C S Mukerjee

I 
\ 

SENIOR TERM, WINTER, 1931. 
[Photo: Gale & Po/den, Ltd., A ldershot. 

Back Row.-Rundle, Langston, Goodman, Montagu, Raynham, :\fills, Jenkins, Forman, Glencross, Longman, Barnett, Geoghegan. 
Second Row.-Giles, Whitworth, Tyson, Pyke, Hamilton, Prowse, Fenton, Johnson, Gomez, \Villiams, SutcJiffe. "' 
Front Row.-l\lonks, Worrall, Doran, Elsner, Emson, Leigh, Parselle, Porter, Collyns. 

( 

F/C Sgt TAB Parselle F/C RL Bradford F/C Cpl RJ Knights-Whittome F/C AG Powell F/C RE Shaw
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[Though war clouds were looming, there is no hint in the Old Cranwellian Notes. Many held out the hope that there could not be a second world war within a generation.]
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[Though war clouds were looming, there is no hint in the Old Cranwellian Notes. Many held out the hope that there could not be a second world war within a generation.]
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Now at war, many early College alumni and OCA members had reached senior rank, as evidenced in this slide. 
By the outbreak of war, the RAF College had trained some 1,257 officer cadets of which nearly 12% were international cadets. 

At the outbreak of war, we believe some 845 of Pre-WWII cadets were still in RAF service.
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Now at war, many early College alumni and OCA members had reached senior rank, as evidenced in this slide. 
By the outbreak of war, the RAF College had trained some 1,257 officer cadets of which nearly 12% were international cadets. 

At the outbreak of war, we believe some 845 of Pre-WWII cadets were still in RAF service.
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Now at war, many early College alumni and OCA members had reached senior rank, as evidenced in this slide. 
By the outbreak of war, the RAF College had trained some 1,257 officer cadets of which nearly 12% were international cadets. 

At the outbreak of war, we believe some 845 of Pre-WWII cadets were still in RAF service.
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Cont/….

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/333142/20140721_1939_Aircraft_Accident_Report.pdf
https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/208154
https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/208154
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In his ‘History of Royal Air Force Cranwell’, Group Captain (ret’d) EB Haslam makes five references to an icon in College History, Capt Sir Rupert de la Bere 1st Baronet, KCVO. 
Wikipedia will advise you that he was a Conservative MP (1935-1950) and the 625th Lord Mayor of London. It will not tell you that he was the esteemed Professor of English at 

the RAF College from 1921 to 1938. This is the first of four consecutive slides containing a review de la Bere offered the OCA on cherished alumni he recalled.
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In his ‘History of Royal Air Force Cranwell’, Group Captain (ret’d) EB Haslam makes five references to an icon in College History, Capt Sir Rupert de la Bere 1st Baronet, KCVO. 
Wikipedia will advise you that he was a Conservative MP (1935-1950) and the 625th Lord Mayor of London. It will not tell you that he was the esteemed Professor of English at 

the RAF College from 1921 to 1938. This is the second of four consecutive slides containing a review de la Bere offered the OCA on the cherished alumni he recalled.
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In his ‘History of Royal Air Force Cranwell’, Group Captain (ret’d) EB Haslam makes five references to an icon in College History, Capt Sir Rupert de la Bere 1st Baronet, KCVO. 
Wikipedia will advise you that he was a Conservative MP (1935-1950) and the 625th Lord Mayor of London. It will not tell you that he was the esteemed Professor of English at 

the RAF College from 1921 to 1938. This is the third of four consecutive slides containing a review de la Bere offered the OCA on the cherished alumni he recalled.
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In his ‘History of Royal Air Force Cranwell’, Group Captain (ret’d) EB Haslam makes five references to an icon in College History, Capt Sir Rupert de la Bere 1st Baronet, KCVO. 
Wikipedia will advise you that he was a Conservative MP (1935-1950) and the 625th Lord Mayor of London. It will not tell you that he was the esteemed Professor of English at 

the RAF College from 1921 to 1938. This is the fourth of four consecutive slides containing a review de la Bere offered the OCA on the cherished alumni he recalled.
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F/C Sgt Lord MA Douglas-Hamilton F/C Cpl JR Addams F/C Cpl FFW Hall

A Selection of OCA Members of the Late 30s (when cadets)

F/C R Kellett F/C AN Combe

F/C Cpl CBR Pelly F/C Sgt AD Davies F/C CS Riccard F/C Sgt FH Fressanges F/C Cpl NAP Pritchett

F/C Sgt LK Barnes F/C PFG Jameson U/O D Greville-Bell F/C Sgt RT Cazalet F/C Sgt NA van Someran
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PART 2 - POST-WWII FLIGHT CADET ERA
At the outbreak of WWII on 3 September 1939, the flight cadet officer training syllabus was abruptly 
suspended and replaced by basic and advanced flying training courses delivered by the hastily formed 
College Service Flying Training School (College SFTS), later to be renamed 17 FTS and in 1945, when moving 
to Spitalgate (Grantham), replaced by 19 FTS. Some of the flight cadets who had already started training 
were just as abruptly demoted to AC2 and transferred to the College SFTS for their flying training with no 
expectation of a commission; this included one AC2 AH Humphrey who, as MRAF Sir Andrew Humphrey 
however, was to become CDS on 24 October 1976 following two years as a very popular CAS. 


Throughout WWII, the production of the College Journal not surprisingly was also suspended. By VE Day, 
three times as many aviators as flight cadets before the War had passed out from the College. However, with 
the obligatory security restrictions coupled with the ‘fog of war’, maintaining contact with and monitoring the 
progress of all alumni was virtually impossible. So, but for the succinct listings and photographs of SFTS 
intakes, the College had little to communicate and, observing the strict security restrictions, no legitimate 
need to communicate.


The resumption of officer cadet training did not occur immediately on cessation of WWII, but was 
progressively phased in until 45, 46 and 47 Entries graduated in 1947. We believe that some of the aircrew on 
the final 19 FTS courses were offered and took the option to complete a further three months “officer 
training” before graduating with a commission. Following a stirring Foreword from Lord Trenchard and equally 
robust message from Lord Tedder (CAS) - both adopting the theme that the RAF had proven itself in war, 
raising high expectations of the Service in peacetime with a particular focus on the College and its officer 
cadets - the College Journal was released from its “suspended animation”, as Lord Trenchard called it.


So we start Part 2 of this album with a “Roll Call” of Cranwellians surviving WWII, following analysis 
conducted by the OCA. Like any Roll of Honour of those who did not survive, the output from this unique 
research deserves its own place in College History. Thereafter, Part 2 continues the presentation of Old 
Cranwellian Notes, which though more succinct than those of the 1930s, divulge some key milestones in 
Cranwellian history till the Flight Cadet system ended in March 1973 and the new Graduate Entry (GE) system 
took hold.
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*

* “Harry” Lager - hopefully a ‘Happy Harry’

**

** Not entirely true, but WWII would soon see many Cranwellians promoted to Wg Cdr. 

[Time for a “roll call”.]
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[Time for a “roll call”.]
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[Time for a “roll call”.]
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[Time for a “roll call”.]
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[Time for a “roll call”.]
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[‘BAU’ - the OCA Annual Reunion, the first since the end of WWII.]
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A Selection of OCA Members of the Late 40s (when cadets)

F/C Cpl LW CannonF/C Cpl HH Brookes F/C Cpl ARD McDonnell F/C JC Breese F/C HNG Wheeler

F/C KF Mackie F/C Cpl MKD Porter F/C Cpl TD Calnan F/C RF Read F/C AJL McFarlane
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[The highlighted item, an appeal from the editor, suggests that post-WWII items were hard to come by, notices being restricted to promotions, appointments, honours and 
awards. Having just been through six years of intensive warfare, however, it is quite likely that Cranwellians were still adjusting to hard won peace and inevitable austerity. 

However, as we shall see, the upkeep of the College Journal was beginning to struggle, leading to just annual publications from 1971 and its suspension in 2013.]
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[The future Queen visits the College six months before her accession.]
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[The Post-WWII OCA Notes start to follow a more succinct pattern, but with a greater emphasis on topical news, including the progress of former AC2 AH Humphrey.]
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[The pattern of lead item, honours & awards, records and general news in a more streamlined set of notes has become the norm for the 1950s.]
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http://www.apple.com/uk
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[The pattern of lead item, honours & awards, records and general news in a more streamlined set of notes continues as the norm for the 1950s.]
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F/C PG Wykeham-Barnes

A Selection of OCA Members of the Early 50s (when cadets)

F/C NS Allinson F/C GW Hayes F/C Cpl JLF Fuller-Good

F/C K Gray F/C JC Atkinson U/O TR GushU/O RT Froglet

F/C Cpl CH Walker F/C A Earle F/C Cpl MJ Corner F/C Sgt IHF Walmsley Return to Index
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A Selection of OCA Members of the Mid 50s (when cadets)

U/O EDMacK Nelson F/C Sgt D Finlay F/C Cpl EH Lynch-Blosse F/C Sgt PE Warcup

U/O HA Merriman F/C Cpl LC Swalwell F/C Cpl EN Barrington-Reinganum U/O PW Townsend

F/C Sgt SWB Menaul F/C PRW Wickham F/C Sgt DJP Lee F/C Sgt RAC Barclay

F/C GAV Knyvett F/C Cpl MG Waudby F/C Cpl WF Jacobs F/C NA Innis-Smith
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F/C Sgt RMcA Furze F/C Sgt GK Mossman F/C Cpl LM Hodges SFC NA Innes-Smith

FC MWS Robinson

F/C Cpl JF Gale F/C Cpl DC Luck F/C Cpl LJ Russell

F/C Sgt DP Hall

U/O HA Merriman

F/C Sgt GSC Mumford SFC DW Molesworth

F/C INM Macdonald F/C JB Tait F/C Cpl DRS Bevan-John F/C Sgt MDC Anderson
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A Selection of OCA Members of the Mid 50s (when cadets)

F/C Sgt RJ Spiers F/C EF Hemming SF/C R Dick F/C Sgt JW Heard F/C Sgt D Harcourt-Smith

F/C Cpl RBWA George F/C D Guthrie F/C Sgt WE Kelly SF/C FR Lund F/C Sgt GO Eades

F/C Cpl JH Palmer F/C Sgt IHF Walmsley F/C Cpl R Hollingworth SF/C JNM Pickersgill UO TL Kennedy
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A Selection of OCA Members of the Late 50s (when cadets)

UO SE King F/C Cpl DB Durrant SF/C PA Barrow UO JDC Hawtin UO PF Hunwick

SF/C TAM Bond UO AM Chandler UO JA Morgan SF/C PJ Welby F/C Cpl A Wright

SF/C WA Edwards SF/C DG Crichton SUO CE Trueman SF/C GC Taylor UO ASJ Whitwam
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A Selection of OCA Members at the Early-60s (when cadets)

SF/C GJAF Green F/C Cpl A Hickox F/C Cpl BJ Goatley SF/C J Shearer U/O AL Watson

U/O PJ Symes SF/C DJW Taylor SF/C AR Read SF/C AJ RossSF/C CS Parkin
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SF/C DW Lowe UO GF Poyser SF/C MJ Hardy SF/C APJ Dodson UO CH Salwey
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PART 3 - GE, IOT, IOTC & SERE ERA
Whether intentional or not, the graduation of the final Flight Cadet intake - 101 Entry - from the RAF College in March 1973 seemed 
to herald a new ‘motivational’ significance to the production of the College Journal, most noticeably in terms of content and 
frequency of production, and, as important, as a prime communication medium for College alumni. 


The two, sometimes, three year Flight Cadet system had been replaced by a Graduate Entry (GE) scheme whose Phase 1 (Initial 
Officer Training - IOT) and Phase 2 (Specialist Branch training) courses were completed within 12 months for Pilots and Engineers, 
even sooner for Secretarial and Supply Branch offices. Navigators would complete their three month IOT phase with their Pilot/
Eng/Sec/Supply/Regt cohort, but move to Finningley - now Robin Hood Sheffield-Doncaster airport - for their Phase 2 training, 
graduating there.


This album’s editor, being a product of an early GE intake and having many friends and colleagues from the previous Flight Cadet 
era, believes this generated an unintended culture change in the training operation at the College. No longer were Directing Staff at 
the College responsible for academic, flying and officer training of younger ‘ex-schoolboys’, but they were confronted with 
allegedly more mature, often married university graduates in whom they were to instil military discipline and professional expertise 
in comparatively ‘quick time’. 


Whether or not this apparent culture change had any bearing on the production of a College Journal as the social medium to 
communicate with alumni, there is no doubt that the College was restructured and resourced differently to accommodate a 
significant change in training remit, curriculum and ethos. This was to be affected still further by the introduction of the Single Gate 
IOT (SGIOT) system - phased in between 1978 and 1980 - to replace the GE system and to train ex-university officer cadets and 
ex-airmen of all flying and ground branches at a much increased frequency - eight IOT graduations a year, of over  120 cadets 
rather than  around 40, for over a decade - and in even quicker time. Comprising three terms of notionally six weeks, the modern 
age officer cadet of the IOT/IOTC/SERE era would spend only the final term in the iconic College Hall Officers’ Mess (CHOM).


This editor believes that the consequential changes to the College Business and Training models, inherited from Henlow OCTU and 
driven by SGIOT, had a significant impact on College culture, and the IOT/IOTC/SERE cadet, to the extent that the former deep 
rooted feelings for ‘alma mater’ expressed by the flight cadets of Pre- and Post-WWII years were replaced by an overriding desire 
of the modern cadet to merely complete IOT, “ASAP”. Fundamentally, the bond forged over an intensive two year period between 
CHOM residents and their iconic residence, their domestic as well as spiritual home, had been broken. In the 1970s, CHOM had 
entered a new era; the College Journal now an annual publication appeared to lose its ‘driver’ and in 2014, but for a 
commemorative edition in 2016, production ended. Even the OCA later reformed as the CA, to accommodate the changes at 
CHOM and the apparent relegation in need and status for an “association of officers”. 


Paradoxically, in 2022, the RAF launched Galaxy, a ‘virtual’ on-line alumni network for all ranks, serving and retired. At the time of 
writing, it remains to be seen how the CA and Galaxy will co-exist and the aspirations of “Beamish & Co” sustained as the CA 
looks forward towards its own centennial on 14 July 2026.
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Fg Off AR Thompson Flt Lt CR Ward Fg Off BN Woodcock Plt Off DEC Mills Plt Off RC Cook
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Fg Off PO Sturley AVM PO Sturley 2002 Plt Off PJM Squires AVM PJM Squires 2022 Air Cdre TG ThornSUO TG Thorn

SFC TWM Scroggs Fg Off CG Vallance Fg Off DC Cramp Fg Off MP Legg SFC IJ Childs

Fg Off AD Collier-Baker UO PJ Gooding Fg Off MD Duguid SUO RJ Ward SFC PH Atkin
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Over 1,900 Foreign Students from 59 Different Nations
Canada, Siam/Thailand and Persia/Iran show flags at the time cadets were trained.


The first international cadets in 1920 were from Siam and cadets from Thailand attended the College in 1957.

Similarly, cadets from Ceylon attended in 1953 and from Sri Lanka as recently as 2009.


There are a number of cadets (41) whose nationality we are unable to place at the moment.

International Cranwellians
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